STORAGE / COVERS

72054 SHOWN ON HOBIE TANDEM ISLAND

UNIVERSAL KAYAK COVERS

Protect your kayak from the effects of the weather, UV rays, dirt, leaves and birds. We have chosen sizes to best-fit the entire line of Hobie Kayaks. These covers are easy to install
or remove, fits over the hull (like a fitted sheet on a mattress). Straps and pull string adjust for a tighter fit. Cross straps secure the cover on your hull for windy conditions. Heavy duty
UV resistant canvas material in a neutral color for better aging. These covers fit over the hull when upright or upside down. To help prevent distortions to the hull bottom shape, Hobie
recommends that our kayak hulls be stored upside down resting on the cockpit rails. This is also best for deflecting rainwater and prevents water pooling in the cockpit or on the cover.
When planning to store a hull upright, be sure to properly support the hull bottom to prevent hull distortions. These are Universal fit covers and may not entirely cover some hulls, especially
with accessories installed.
72050 Kayak Cover / 9'-12' 6” x 49”
$139.99
72055 Kayak Cover
PA14 Custom
72056 Kayak Cover
PA12 Custom

(Lanai, Maui, Sport, Revolution 11, Outback, Kona-Tight, Quest 11)

72051 Kayak Cover / 12'-15' x 49”
$162.99
(Kona [Loose], Pursuit, Mirage Classic, Tandem, Oasis, Outfitter,
Quest 13, Outback, Revolution 13, Pro Angler 12 & 14)
72052 Kayak Cover / 14'-16' x 55”

$173.99

72053 Kayak Cover / 14'-16' 6" x 76”

$215.99

72054 Kayak Cover / 16'-18' 6" x 76”

$235.99

72055 Kayak Cover PA14 Custom

$215.99

72056 Kayak Cover PA12 Custom

$199.99

(Adventure, Revolution 16, Tandem, Oasis, Odyssey)

(Wide - Pre-2015 Adventure Island with amas folded against hull and newer
style rudder removed)
(Wide - Tandem Island and 2015+ Adventure Island with amas folded against
hull and rudder removed / layed on deck) PA17T.

RUDDER COVER ISLAND / TI

Rudder protection for 2011’ AI and all Tandem Island
Rudders. Red color helps for trailering visibility.
82420001 RUDDER COVER ISLAND / TI
$32.99

MULTI  STRAP SYSTEM

ONE WRAP VELCRO®

Cut this double faced Velcro® product to length
and wrap it around items, line or whatever you
need to secure. One side is hook and the other a
loop, so a single piece is all you need.
7904 ONE WRAP, PER FOOT $1.19

Hang your kayak for storage, use as bow and stern lines
or use them as carrying handles. Multi purpose straps
can be attached to the boat and adjusted for many uses.
Made from durable black polypropylene webbing.
72041 MULTI STRAP (Pair) $29.99

SHOCKCORD BALL TIES

Lashing equipment to your boat is quick and easy with this
handy tie-down. Dozens of uses.
370 SHOCK CORD BALL TIES EA $7.99
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